Comparative performance reports continue to proliferate, so it is increasingly important that healthcare workers can interpret the graphically displayed results correctly. This article acquaints readers with key concepts for thinking clearly and critically about such displays: (1) articulating the question a display answers, along with reflecting on questions the display might appear to, but does not, answer; (2) establishing that provider comparisons are made fairly, ever mindful of methodological assumptions and limitations; (3) accounting for systematic differences among performers that are unexplained by specified predictors, that is, random effect methods that yield 'shrunken' estimates; (4) understanding funnel plots used to summarize complex analyses and how one may vary the interrogative focus so that 'outlier' values most likely signal extraordinary performance. Finally, these concepts are given broader context in a view of the ultimate aim of the evaluative enterprise.
Introduction
Comparative performance reports are increasingly common and are becoming the benchmark by which hospitals are judged. Reports may describe measures of clinical process and/or outcomes. In response to concerns and limitations identified in ranking clinical outcomes associated with providers, reports now frequently display performance measures in a variation of the control chart known as the funnel plot.
1,2 Such displays have a simplistic appeal. However, each dot encodes analytical results based upon crucial assumptions which are often not provided or understood, and which are subject to important limitations. Consequently, the actual questions that may be addressed using such displays are not as straightforward as they may initially appear. Administrative decision makers and those being measured, alike need to clearly understand what questions such displays do and do not answer. This article explores several key analytical and presentation methods used for neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) performance data, to help readers accurately decode the message of comparative performance reports.
What question might the dots answer?
Look ahead to Figure 5 and consider exactly what question does the bold dot answer. Though the questionFand its answerFmight seem straightforward at first thought, it is one so complex that precisely articulating it is better postponed until near the end of this article. The dot's actual message may well surprise many readers. It is crucial to appreciate the gap between the presumably evident question and the carefully articulated question, together with the analytical assumptions and limitations underpinning the computed answer. Only then is an informed and constructive debate about performance evaluation possible.
Consider the crude (unadjusted) mortality rates plotted in Figure 1 . The question answered here is 'What proportion of neonates died at each of the centers, and assuming no changes in circumstancesFfor example, stable patient demographics, stable processes of care, stable maternal risk factor incidenceFwhat is the underlying risk for mortality for new admissions to a particular unit?' The lower adjusted plot probes the implicit comparison by answering the same question modified by this prefix: 'After accounting for specific baseline factors predicting mortality and which vary among patients y' This figure does not answer the questions: 'Do rates sufficiently account for baseline characteristics?' and 'Is the apparent rank-ordering spurious or real?' These two important considerations are discussed later: whether comparisons are fair; and how much must values differ to 'mean something.'
How precise are the dots? Figure 1 shows actual rates during the observation period, point estimates, and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Even with constant underlying risk, the proportion of neonates who die at each center varies every study interval. CIs help to answer: 'What is the true mortality rate for each center?' in the sense of establishing a range of underlying risk values compatible with observed outcomes. The rate for Hospital N during the study interval was approximately 10.5%. However, repeating the observations over a very long period, all else unchanged, overall mortality rate for Hospital N should lie between 7 and 14%. Importantly, the interval width is an inverse function of patient volume. So, larger samples will more accurately reflect the true population characteristics, that is, the individual estimate is more precise; sample mean tends to more closely approximate population mean and CI narrows.
Do the dots and interval estimates reflect fair comparisons?
Comparing providers assumes it is appropriate to do so. However, it would not be appropriate if the patient mix varied such that some hospitals cared only for larger and well babies, some for the critically ill and very low birth weight babies and some for babies with lethal genetic conditions. Thus performance comparisons must risk-adjust, account for baseline characteristicsFcase-mix, risk factorsFthat may influence outcome independently of the care under evaluation.
Evaluating a risk-adjustment model
Metaphorically, risk-adjustment attempts to transform a fruit salad into apples, so that one compares 'apples with apples.' However, some risk-adjustment models may only be able to transform the different varieties of apples in the salad into a single variety, still leaving one comparing 'apples with oranges, pears and so on.' A structured evaluation of a risk-adjustment model may begin with three questions whose answers provide important measures of model performance.
Question 1: how reliably does the model discriminate patients who will experience the outcome from those who will not? Risk-adjustment models for binary outcomes assign to each patient's risk factor configuration a likelihood that the outcome will occur. Any particular likelihood value could be used as a cutoff point in order to categorize those the model predicts will have the outcome and those that will not; and for each cutoff point a sensitivity (proportion of total number of patients with outcome likelihood above cutpoint who experience the event) and a specificity (proportion of total number of patients with outcome likelihood at or below the cutpoint who do not experience the event) can be calculated. As this cutoff value increases, sensitivity decreases and specificity increases. The relationship between this trade-off is often displayed by a receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve and the area beneath it is used as an indication of discriminatory power (Figure 2, upper) . Values range between 0 and 1, where: 0.5 means no discriminatory power above random outcome assignment, that is, a coin toss; 1 means perfect discrimination; <0.5 suggests the model predicts in the opposite direction to what was intended, that is, miscoded variable(s). 3 This measure is equivalent to the c-statistic; 3 it evaluates all subject pairs, one of whom experienced the outcome and one did not. Values describe the proportion of pairs for whom the model correctly predicts a higher outcome probability for the subject who actually experienced the outcome.
The evaluative objective may be more specific than assigning those who experienced the outcome on average a relatively higher outcome probability. When the evaluative context entails correctly identifying those subjects who indeed experience the outcome, then discriminatory power together with population size, outcome rate, cutpoint value and the distribution of the illness severity within the sample determine the absolute number of patients correctly or misclassified. In addition, a predictive model derived from one specific data set will perform somewhat differently when applied to another, though similar, data set. Consider the distribution of clinical risk index for babies (CRIB) II (mortality prediction) scores 4 in the two samples as illustrated in the lower chart of Figure 2 . The ROC area associated with one of the units is higher than that for the other unit despite applying the same risk-adjustment model. to the same decileFas mentioned previously, models predict imperfectly. One therefore examines the average rate of observed outcomes for all subjects with risk factor values corresponding to those within each predicted risk decile, and compares this to the rate for the risk decile. When the purpose is both to separate individual observations according to outcome and to determine an expected outcome rate, discrimination and calibration are important. A model may do well-discriminating groups by outcome but yield incorrect numerical predictions. 3 This discordance may be explained by the scenario depicted in Figure 3 . Suppose a model with a high c-statistic value (discriminatory power, question no. 1, above) is used to compare several hospitals' adjusted mortality rates. One may draw incorrect inference from such an analysis if one assumes that the relationship between risk decile and survival probability is linear but the actual relationship is nonlinear. At low-risk deciles, that is, deciles 1 and 2, the model overestimates death probability; expected values are worse than observed. At high-risk deciles the model underestimates death probability; expected values are better than observed. Though the model may accurately discriminate survivors from deaths, it misleads when comparing observed with expected outcomes. Poorly performing hospitals caring for mainly low-risk patientsFhospitals whose preponderant case mix has low predicted probability of deathFmight appear to be providing high-quality care whereas superiorly performing hospitals caring for mainly high-risk patientsFhospitals whose preponderant case mix has high predicted probability of deathFmight appear to be providing low-quality care. When the outcome is binaryFfor example, survived/diedFthe equation generates a predicted outcome probability for an individual with specific risk factor values. Note that predicting the outcome probability is quite distinct from categorically predicting the outcome will occur or not. Figure 4 , lower left, shows survival probability predicted by birth weight, omitting observed outcomes; lower right, shows a complementary plot of observed, that is, categorical outcomes. Thus, for any outcome type the equation only approximates actual risk factor-outcome relationships. Data points, observations, not on the line (equation describing risk factors/outcome relationship) contain information that the model could not use. Models predict imperfectly.
The proportion of observed information the model could use, also called explanatory power, is measured by R 2 . Theoretical values range from 0: no association between predicted and observed, to 1: perfect association. The observed information the model could not use, unmeasured factors' contribution to observed variance, is represented by 1ÀR 2 . For example, if R 2 ¼ 0.16, then the model fails to explain 84% of the observed variance.
For binary outcomes, R 2 reflects the difference between average predicted outcome probability among those who experienced the outcome and those who did not, 3 and commonly is reported as pseudo R 2 . Given similar discriminatory power, binary outcome models generally yield lower R 2 values than do continuous outcome models. 3 Further, models that account well for determinants of an infrequently occurring outcome nonetheless will have a low pseudo R 2 . For example, when observed mortality rate is 2 to 4%, pseudo R 2 is usually <0.2 5 (predicted outcome probability describes the proportion of subjects with a given risk profile who experience the outcome. If a model correctly predicts outcome probability, but the probability value is far from 0 or 1, then R 2 necessarily will be low. As computing the value of R 2 involves the difference between actual (values ¼ 0 or 1) and predicted (values will tend to be low when the baseline rate is 2 to 4%) mortality rates for each individual, the prediction may be accurate but the difference between the predicted and observed values will be large). This rate sensitivity is not necessarily a defect; pseudo R 2 reflects the fact that it is easier to model commonly occurring outcomes than rare ones. 6 The effect of outcome rate on pseudo R 2 value may become more intuitively evident by a simple transformation: m is the overall event rate. 7 Shapiro's R ¼ 1 implies perfect prediction and Shapiro's R ¼ 0.5 implies equivalence to a coin toss. For example, if R 2 ¼ 0.16 and mortality rate ¼ 3%, Shapiro's R ¼ 0.77; reasonable, but not outstanding predictive ability.
Does risk
Exploring whether an important outcome predictor that is independent of quality of care was omitted hinges on understanding causal pathways beyond what is specified in the model. Consider for example the Vermont Oxford Network (VON) mortality predictors: gestational age; 1-min Apgar score; black race; male gender; multiple births; major birth defect; vaginal delivery; any prenatal care; small for gestational age; ZIP code-assigned maternal income and education. 8 Such a model will only be able to address issues associated with care from birth onwards and cannot be used to assess quality of care in the antenatal period. Moreover, drawing inference about comparative performance from the model implies no other factors operate to substantially influence the relationship between site of care and outcomeFa critical supposition. Similarly, the CRIB Score and SNAP II, which both use information up to 12 h post-birth can only realistically be used to assess care from 12 h post birth. [9] [10] [11] In selecting risk adjusters, model developers must make trade-offs among model simplicity, predictive ability, explanatory power and the study time interval. Such trade-offs impact on prediction accuracy and the questions which the resultant dots may answer. For example, the Canadian Neonatal Network found adjusted inborn mortality odds at p32 weeks' gestation 60% higher for neonates admitted at night compared to daytime. 12 Without including time of birth in a model, hospitals with a relatively high proportion of night births may experience higher risk-adjusted NICU mortality and without further investigation may attribute this to the quality of care provided by their NICU. However, additional model variables describing, for example, details of obstetric care, and subspecialist availability potentially could revive this concern.
It is a daunting challenge to account for all the important outcome determinants so that remaining variation among provider essentially represents quality of care. To illustrate further, infants in VON hospitals serving large minority populations appear to have increased mortality risk. 13 Such findings do not directly reveal whether this reflects hospital quality and may best serve as a spur to investigate whether additional outcome determinants are involved. In Australia, 83% of infants born to mothers residing in rural areas are born in tertiary centers, yet adjusted mortality is higher than for urban counterparts, 'suggesting that preexisting factors are responsible.' 14 Consequently, area of residence assigned factors such as maternal income and education may not adequately capture the essential risk associated with place of residence. Similarly, in a study comparing NICU outcomes between Scotland and Australia, 15 the reasons why risk-adjusted mortality was lower in Australia cannot directly be revealed; additional variables enabling further hypothesis tests may be required. The central point is that fair and accurate comparisons depend on whether the model variables capture enough of the important outcome determinants to attribute remaining differences among providers to differences in quality. In practice, variables may be selected before specific hypotheses are considered. That is, databases intended to represent general clinical performance are created based on informed but intuitive choices about variables to include. Only later, when the database is interrogated does one discover that variables in the pertinent conceptual framework were omitted. 16 Another challenge to accurately characterizing performance is data reflecting inadvertent bias. For instance, institutions may differ in approach to selecting a neonate to receive or continue NICU care. [17] [18] [19] In one report, among infants with median birth weight 685 g, 58% of deaths were due to withdrawing or withholding life-sustaining treatment or to 'do not resuscitate' orders. 18 Few models account for such selection bias for care. Consider this scenario: NICU A is deemed 'high quality' because of low-adjusted mortality. NICU B has identical care processes but cares for many patients with antenatal complications that increase the risk for severe morbidity even before birth and NICU admission. If there is a corresponding high incidence in these patients of morbidities that satisfy institutional criteria for futility of care, then NICU B might be considered 'low quality' because of mortality that does not fundamentally reflect NICU quality of care. If the riskadjustment system does not account for such issues, then one may still be left comparing 'apples with oranges, pears and so on.' 'Shrunken estimates': random-effects/multilevel modeling Institutional performance comparisons often focus on the institution as the unit of analysis, but the unit of observation is typically the individual patient. Patient outcomes may 'cluster' by hospital, in the sense that hospital-specific factors predisposing one patient to an outcome may also operate to predispose other patients to that outcome. These hospital-specific factors may reflect 'quality' in some sense, but will also include any unmeasured factors that have been left out of the risk-adjustment, including factors beyond the control of the institution. The situation is analogous to that of evaluating educational achievement in a group of schools. In the latter case, what is measuredFthe unit of observationFis the achievement of individual students; but what is being evaluatedFunit of analysisFis the school. The distinction is important because a child's educational achievement is affected by more than the child's individual-level characteristics, inherent academic ability. Similarly, a neonate's outcome is affected by more than individual-level characteristics. In both settings, context can matter greatly: the environment in the child's classroom, school, the broader school system and the community; the environment in a NICU and hospital as well as regional characteristics such as hospital bed availability and culturally determined health care-seeking behaviors.
Thus, systematic differences unexplained by baseline patient characteristics or other specified predictors may exist among hospitals. For example, adjusted hospital performance could systematically differ among hospitals because of factors such as staffing patterns, access to care or maternal residential or employment environment. Moreover, cross-level influences other than patient/hospital may operate: 20, 21 among hospitals in a region; among practitioners and/or hospitals; among neighborhoods and patients. 14, 22, 23 At each level, random variation contributes to observed values. Any particular observation occupies a position on a probability distribution of possible values that might occur with repeated measurement, reflecting sources of variability operating at each relevant level. Furthermore, risk factors may operate differently at different levels. For example, race may influence neonatal mortality with different magnitude or direction at the individual, hospital or regional level.
MultilevelFalso known as hierarchical, or random effectsFmodels can account for these within-and between-group correlations and variation. In other words, these models can account for characteristics or exposures operating at some higher, group level of analysis that also have some, perhaps different, influence at the lower, individual level of analysis. This accounting is necessary because ordinary regression methods assume that the observations are independent of each other, that is, they do not cluster by hospital. Random-effect models allocate some of the apparent divergence between hospitals to temporary effects of chance, and some to underlying differences between hospitals, which are assumed to be drawn from some distribution. By giving weight to the pooled summary measure as well as that for the individual hospital, individual hospital (point) estimates tend to 'shrink' toward the summary measure value for all hospitals. 2, 21, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] CIs around the point estimates borrow some 'strength' from the other centers, so they tend to narrow and thus the precision of the estimate improves.
The shrinkage of the point estimate is proportionately greater than the increased precision of estimation, so fewer observations are flagged as outliers. 29 The magnitude of shrinkage for each hospital is a function of hospital volume. Hospitals treating fewer patients are considered to provide less reliable data for performance estimates. So in computing their expected outcome, their observed outcomes are weighted less heavily and overall experience of all hospitals more heavily. 21 Essentially, hospitalsFparticularly smaller onesFthat have fairly extreme results are assumed to have been subject to a run of good or bad luck, which will not be expected to continue. Thus, in Figure 5 , if not for shrinkage resulting from random-effects modeling, the range of values for low volume hospitals (plotted toward the right side of the horizontal axis) would probably be wider.
Funnel plots: identifying interesting dots among a crowd As mentioned at the outset, funnel plots resembling Figure 5 are increasingly used to summarize the results of risk-adjusted outcomes that also account for random-effects. By plotting results against volume of experience, the display offers insight to the extent that point estimates shrink, as it enables one to compare at a glance, the range of variation among low-and high-volume hospitals. Each dot in Figure 5 indicates observed minus expected cases at a particular hospital. Observed minus expected cases, OÀE, measures excess outcome occurrence. The shape of the superimposed curve, marking the range of variation attributable to chance, that is, ±95% control limitsFessentially 2 standard How to interpret your dot J Schulman et al deviations for process-related data, 30 suggests the name: funnel plot. This feature displays precision of the estimate as a function of hospital volume. Dots within the control limits are statistically indistinguishable, which means it makes no sense to rank-order those hospitals. Note, random-effects modeling assumes that systematic differences unexplained by specified risk factors exist between hospitals, and cannot test whether those differences actually exist.
Early in this article, the reader was invited to consider exactly what question does the bold dot in Figure 5 answer. We argue that there are a number of questions which it answers, all of which rely on the following assumptions being true (the list is not exhaustive):
(a) The important outcome determinants unassociated with quality of care under scrutiny are known, and (b) the model accurately accounts for determinants in (a), and (c) the model reliably classifies individuals likely to experience the outcome, and (d) the model is satisfactorily calibrated; over the categorical risk range it neither over-nor underestimates expected outcomes, and (e) each hospital's observed outcome during a specified time interval is a value that, assuming no change in circumstances, naturally varies over time around some true underlying risk, and (f) hospitals' true outcome values systematically differ, consistent with the probability distribution selected to represent these random effects. 31 Then, depending upon how the limits are constructed, a display of the type shown in Figure 5 may answer one of a number of questions, including:
'Which hospitals' results are not compatible with the overall average?' 'Which hospitals are in the top or bottom half?' 'Does a particular hospital come from the same distribution as the others, that is, is this hospital an extraordinary performer?'
A question that might at first appear reasonable, namely 'Does OÀE ¼ 0?' in fact would be neither informative nor sensible. It is worth noting that the chart shown in Figure 5 does not indicate the hospitals for which OÀEa0. In a standard control chart, the null hypothesis is that the observed count, O, comes from a distribution with expectation (measure of central tendency, for example, mean), E, equal to the expectation of the risk-adjustment model; and the control limits indicate when this hypothesis can be rejected. In contrast, a null hypothesis of OÀE ¼ 0 asserts that all observations lie on the line described by the model equation (Figure 4) , that there is no random variability. Of course, there always is. So, in Figure 5 , dots (hospitals) outside the area bounded by control limits are those for which one can be confident they differ from the overall average. But there again the random-effects model assumes, as a given, that ALL hospitals differ from the average, so confirming this in a particular case is hardly noteworthy! The problem is a standard one in significance testing: larger hospitals with slightly excess risk are prone to be classified as 'extreme.' Thus, one should expect nearly all hospitals that treat a sufficiently large number of cases to lie outside the control limits, but this does not mean their performance is meaningfully 'outlying.'
Attuning the hypothesis to a helpful interrogative focus Figure 6 is based on a simple plot of the risk-adjusted rate of successful births following in vitro fertilization against the volume of cases. 32 It shows how one can progressively narrow the interrogative focus to more confidently identify extraordinary performers: after plotting the data points, control limits corresponding to different questions may be imposed. The three plots display the same data points but answer different questions, that is, test different null hypotheses. Note that in contrast to the horizontal axis configuration of Figure 5 , values increase toward the right.
The left plot answers: 'Which clinics' results are not compatible with the overall average?'Fremembering that, given enough volume, almost all clinics will be considered 'outliers' because high-volume clinics are measured with such precision that even practically unimportant differences can be statistically significant. The center plot answers: 'Acknowledging that there are differences among clinics, which are in the top or bottom half?' It is based on the probability that the shrunk estimate is greater than the mean; essentially testing if a dot is in the top or bottom half of the distribution. Fewer significant results than the left plot are identified, but both are prone to label rather unimportant differences as 'outliers.' The right plot answers: 'Acknowledging that there are differences among clinics, does a particular center come from the same distribution as the others?', that is, 'which clinics are probably extraordinary performers?' As volumeFsample sizeFincreases, the control limits approach parallel lines, indicating some tolerance around the population mean is always permitted, no matter how large. This method is currently used by the UK Healthcare Commission. Note too, the volume effect on success: higher volume clinics tend to have higher success rates than smaller centers.
Conclusion: the point of the dots Rarely can outlier dots be reliably designated either truly outstanding or poor performers. One must also explore whether the modeled assumptions and complex relationships really hold for that particular individual. This is the policy of the Paediatric Intensive Care Audit Network in the United Kingdom.
Fundamentally, constructive clinical performance comparison is about more than identifying extraordinary performers. Equally important is to operationally understand why they achieve what they do. If all patients are entitled to optimal care, then the ultimate aim is to eliminate site of care as an outcome determinant. Just as travelers using a major airline need not worry that carrier choice influences safe arrival at their destination, in the future, where a patient receives care should not influence outcome.
